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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The diagnosis and management
of atopic dermatitis (AD) is extensively addres-
sed in detailed clinical guidelines. However, the
high heterogeneity regarding presentation and
progression and the increasingly broad thera-
peutic landscape suggest a complex real-world

scenario, leading to multiple trajectories of AD
patients.
Methods: Using a Delphi methodology for
assessing the degree of consensus, we explored
the views of a panel of dermatologists regarding
the patients’ trajectory through the diagnosis
(block 1), treatment (block 2), and long-term
management (block 3) of AD. Based on a sys-
tematic search of the literature, a scientific
committee prepared a questionnaire of relevant
items that were rated on a 10-point scale (from
‘‘totally agree’’ to ‘‘totally disagree’’) by a panel
of dermatologists attending patients with AD in
the hospital setting. Consensus was established
based on predefined rules.
Results: The final questionnaire included 58
items and was answered by 17 dermatologists.
Overall, consensus was reached on 22 items
(37.9%), each of which was a consensus for
agreement. The consensus rates in blocks 1, 2,
and 3 were 22.7%, 19.0%, and 86%,
respectively.
Conclusions: Our analysis revealed a remark-
able lack of consensus on various aspects of the
routine diagnosis and treatment of AD. These
findings suggest the presence of unmet needs or
limited implementation of guidelines for the
management of AD and encourage further
research to explore the causes of this low con-
sensus on the management of AD in the real-
world setting.
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Key Summary Points

Why carry out this study?

Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a complex
disease with a heterogeneous presentation
and trajectory and a broad therapeutic
repertoire.

Owing to this heterogeneous scenario, it is
unclear whether dermatologists who
manage AD patients in the real-world
setting share a consistent view of the
patients’ journey through AD.

Using a Delphi methodology, we
investigated the perception of a group of
dermatologists regarding the patients’
trajectory through the diagnosis,
treatment, and long-term management of
AD.

What was learned from the study?

There is low consensus among
dermatologists regarding essential aspects
of the diagnosis, assessment, and
treatment of AD.

Our findings encourage further research to
explore the extent of these inconsistencies
and identify gaps in management
guidance.

INTRODUCTION

Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a complex disease
associated with multiple predisposing factors
and a heterogeneous presentation regarding
age, clinical features, and intensity of signs and
symptoms [1]. AD is most frequently diagnosed
in childhood; however, up to 25% of adults
with AD report an adult onset, with differences
between the early- and late-onset phenotypes
[2]. Heterogeneity also exists regarding the

sequence in which signs and symptoms pro-
gress through other allergic comorbidities—re-
ferred to as the ‘‘atopic march.’’ In most cases,
cutaneous manifestations precede the onset of
allergic rhinitis and asthma [3, 4]. Nevertheless,
allergic respiratory diseases may appear con-
comitantly with AD or even before it [5, 6].

This heterogeneity in the clinical presenta-
tion of AD broadens the repertoire of healthcare
professionals aside from dermatologists (e.g.,
pediatricians, pneumologists, and general prac-
titioners) who may interact with AD patients at
the time of presentation and diagnosis. The
resulting differences in care pathways may
strongly influence disease trajectories [4]. In
some cases, a misdiagnosis by nonspecialized
professionals and/or inadequate treatment at an
early stage may compromise the patient’s
management [7]. Likewise, heterogeneous pre-
sentations and trajectories of patients with AD
require the therapeutic approach to be tailored
to each patient profile. Dermatologists have
access to exhaustive management guidelines
that support therapeutic decisions in this regard
[8–12]. However, missing topics and discrepan-
cies between guidelines have been identified,
underlining the limited consensus on specific
aspects of disease management [13].

Regardless of these divergences, it is gener-
ally accepted that many patients achieve ade-
quate disease control with nonpharmaceutical
treatments and educational interventions
[8, 12, 14]. Additionally, it may occasionally be
necessary to complement maintenance therapy
with treatment for acute flares and—in the most
severe cases—systemic treatment. In the past
few years, the development of new drugs for
pharmaceutical treatment (including topical
phosphodiesterase 4 inhibitors [15] and bio-
logical systemic treatments [14, 16]) has broad-
ened the therapeutic repertoire for AD. The
increasing trend to use therapeutic tools may
continue with the emergence of systemic drugs
targeting alternative steps in the atopic signal-
ing pathway, such as Janus kinase inhibitors
[17, 18]. This growing therapeutic landscape
provides dermatologists with multiple options
but can also make it more challenging to select
the best treatment for each patient profile,
reinforcing the need for more guidance.
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Owing to the heterogeneous presentation
and trajectory of AD patients and the com-
plexity of the current therapeutic landscape, it
is unclear whether dermatologists who manage
AD patients in the real-world setting share a
consistent view of the patients’ journey through
AD. In this study, we investigated the percep-
tions of a group of dermatologists regarding the
patients’ trajectory through diagnosis, treat-
ment, and long-term management of AD.

METHODS

We used a Delphi consensus methodology to
describe the trajectory of patients with AD
through routine care in our area. Figure 1 shows
an overview of the approach to defining the
patient journey. The Delphi questionnaire,
developed in a focus group meeting based on a
state-of-the-art internal report, was structured
into three blocks covering relevant stages of the
trajectory of AD: (1) from symptom onset to
diagnosis, (2) treatment, and (3) maintenance
therapy and acute treatment of flares through-
out long-termmanagement. The state-of-the-art
report on AD was prepared utilizing a set of key
references (e.g., management guidelines and
general reviews) along with review articles
found in a systematic search of the literature
published in the last five years. For this search,
we combined the term ‘‘atopic dermatitis’’ or

‘‘atopic eczema’’ with the following terms asso-
ciated with each of the stages covered: ‘‘sign,’’
‘‘symptom,’’ ‘‘onset,’’ ‘‘risk factors,’’ ‘‘diagnosis,’’
‘‘concomitant disease,’’ ‘‘comorbidity,’’ ‘‘trigger
event,’’ ‘‘severity scale,’’ ‘‘topical therapy,’’ ‘‘non-
pharmacologic,’’ ‘‘systemic therapy,’’ ‘‘agents’’
(‘‘anti-inflammatory,’’ ‘‘phototherapy,’’ ‘‘phos-
phodiesterase,’’ ‘‘biological’’), ‘‘clearance,’’ ‘‘effi-
cacy scales,’’ ‘‘maintenance therapy,’’ ‘‘long-
term care,’’ ‘‘complementary therapies,’’ ‘‘re-
lapse,’’ ‘‘flare,’’ ‘‘adherence,’’ ‘‘follow-up,’’ avoid-
ance,’’ ‘‘adjuvant.’’ Searches were performed
using the Ovid engine in the Medline and
Embase databases and were restricted to rele-
vant peer-reviewed articles published between
2014 and 2020 in English with the full text
available. A total of 246 articles met the selec-
tion criteria; of those, 80 provided relevant
insights regarding any of the three blocks and
were therefore selected for the state-of-the-art
report. The scientific committee (i.e., all of the
listed authors of this manuscript) discussed the
report in a focus group meeting and proposed a
list of items for the Delphi questionnaire.

The Delphi questionnaire (which is shown in
its entirety in the Supplementary Information)
was uploaded to an online platform and sent to
a panel of dermatologists recruited by the sci-
entific committee members from various
healthcare centers in different provinces in
Spain. Based on previous suggestions and the
lack of substantial differences in accuracy

Fig. 1 Scheme of the approach used to describe the patient’s journey in atopic dermatitis
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Table 1 Items in the 58-item questionnaire for which a consensus was reached

Strength of consensus (median
score; 1–10 scale)

First block: patient presentation and diagnosis

Patient journey

4 The dermatologist is the professional who usually makes the differential

diagnosis of moderate-to-severe forms of AD

10

5 In addition to the dermatologist, the following specialists should typically be

involved in the management of patients with mild AD: pediatricians,

allergists, general practitioner

8

Assessment of risk factors

[No items reached consensus]

Diagnosis criteria and severity rating scales

15 For the diagnosis of AD, the specialist’s opinion prevails over other criteria, such

as rating indexes and scales

8

20 Measures that assess the patient’s quality of life should be added to adopt a

comprehensive approach to the management of patients with AD

10

21 Mobile phone apps featuring disease severity scales are useful in usual clinical

practice

8

Second block: therapeutic approaches to the management of AD

Emollient recommendation

23 In routine clinical practice, patients with atopic dermatitis are usually prescribed

a specific emollient

8

Hygienic measures

24 In terms of bathing practices as nonpharmacological measures for the treatment

of atopic dermatitis, a daily frequency is recommended

8

Educational actions

26 At the office visit, patient involvement in the treatment of atopic dermatitis is

usually sought to ensure good therapeutic results

9

27 Educational measures are usually implemented in clinical practice to achieve

greater patient involvement in the treatment of AD and the prevention of

flares

8

Scope of nonpharmacological treatment

30 Adjuvant nonpharmacological treatment is essential to achieve good therapeutic

results, even with the new generation of drugs used for AD

9

31 In mild–moderate forms of atopic dermatitis, or between flares,

nonpharmacological measures are typically proactively supplemented with

preventive pharmacological treatments

8
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Table 1 continued

Strength of consensus (median
score; 1–10 scale)

Topical treatment

32 Lesion location is more relevant than age of the patient for determining the

potency of a topical corticosteroid

8

34 Corticosteroid wet wrap therapy is a common strategy in the management of

moderate–severe AD in children

8

35 Topical calcineurin inhibitors are used as second-line therapy after

corticosteroids for the topical treatment of AD

9

Phototherapy

[No items reached consensus]

Systemic therapy

44 Antihistamines are commonly prescribed in patients with moderate–severe AD 8

46 Based on the data available at the moment, systemic therapy with Janus kinase

(JAK) inhibitors could potentially have a relevant role in the systemic

treatment of patients with moderate–severe atopic dermatitis

9

Assessment of effectiveness

[No items reached consensus]

Third block: long-term management and flare treatment

Proactive (maintenance treatment)

52 The intermittent use of topical corticoids as maintenance therapy is common in

clinical practice

9

53 The use of calcineurin inhibitors as maintenance therapy is common in clinical

practice

9

Pharmacological approach to the treatment of flares

54 Stress is frequently a triggering factor in an AD flare 8

55 In the dermatological visit during a flare, factors such as a lack of treatment

compliance, infection, or contact dermatitis are assessed before intensifying

treatment

9

Patient commitment

57 ‘‘Steroid phobia’’ (the rejection of corticosteroids due to safety concerns) often

compromises patient compliance with treatment involving these drugs

9

58 Low treatment compliance is a common obstacle in the long-term management

of AD

9
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among small Delphi groups, we sought a panel
of dermatologists ranging from 5 to 20 members
[19]. Delphi items were rated on a 10-point scale
where 1 meant ‘‘totally disagree’’ and 10 ‘‘totally
agree.’’ The consensus threshold was established
based on the Delphi survey technique guideli-
nes from Hasson et al., which recommend that
a level of consensus ranging from 51 to 80%
(depending on the aim of the research and
resources available, among other factors) should
be defined [20]. Considering that our study
aimed to describe the real-world scenario of AD
management rather than to issue expert rec-
ommendations, and aligning with the consen-
sus threshold used in a previous Delphi process
focusing on atopic dermatitis [21], we defined
consensus as more than 60% of participants
scoring at the extreme areas of the scale: either
1–3 (consensus for disagreement) or 8–10 (con-
sensus for agreement). The strength of consen-
sus among the items for which a consensus was
reached was measured using the median score.
Items with more than 50% of experts scoring
4–7 were considered to be lacking in consensus.

In Spain, Delphi studies are not required to
be reviewed by a research ethics committee as
they are not considered to be biomedical
research because they do not involve human
subjects, samples from them, or human data.

RESULTS

The Delphi questionnaire included 58 items
grouped into the three pre-established blocks
(22, 27, and 7 items for blocks 1, 2, and 3,
respectively), and was answered by 17 derma-
tologists, all of whom attended patients with
atopic dermatitis in the hospital setting. Among
those dermatologists, 12 (71%) treated pediatric

patients frequently, 4 (23%) did so occasionally,
and 1 (6%) never treated pediatric patients.

Overall, consensus was reached on 22 items
(37.9%), with a consensus for agreement
reached in all cases (Table 1). Of the 22 items in
the first block regarding patient presentation
and diagnosis, consensus was achieved for 5
(22.7%) items (Supplementary Fig. S1). The
most substantial consensus (a median score of
10) was obtained for item 4, which identified
the dermatologist as the healthcare professional
who performs the diagnosis of moderate-to-
severe atopic dermatitis in routine practice, and
item 20, regarding the need to perform an
assessment of the quality of life in the compre-
hensive management of patients with atopic
dermatitis. Other items with a consensus had a
median score of 8.

Panelists reached a consensus for 11 (19.0%)
of the 27 items in the second block regarding
therapeutic approaches to the management of
AD (Supplementary Fig. S2). The median score
ranges for items with a consensus for agreement
ranged from 7 to 9.

Of the seven items in the third block
regarding long-term management and flare
treatment, consensus (all for agreement) was
reached for six (86%); see Supplementary
Fig. S3. The item regarding AD patients having a
good level of knowledge about their condition
and treatment did not reach consensus, with
77% of the participants rating in the undeter-
mined region of the scale.

Figure 2 summarizes the patients’ journey
through diagnosis, treatment, and long-term
management of AD, according to the consensus
items obtained from the questionnaire.

DISCUSSION

From Symptoms to Diagnosis

In line with previous reviews reporting on the
heterogeneity of clinical presentation at the
time of AD diagnosis [1], 77% of the panelists
scored in the undetermined range when asked
about the presence of other atopic comorbidi-
ties at diagnosis. Likewise, the presence of AD
during childhood in newly diagnosed adults did

bFig. 2 Summary of the patients’ journey through diagno-
sis, treatment, and long-term management of atopic
dermatitis (AD) according to the consensus resulting from
the 58-item questionnaire. Text in red highlights the lack
of consensus in sections with no items for which consensus
was reached (consensus corresponded to at least 60% of the
panel members scoring for either agreement or
disagreement)
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not reach consensus, with only 47% of the
panelists scoring for agreement. The heteroge-
neous presentation of AD at diagnosis also
applied to risk factors; a lack of consensus
regarding the presence of nonatopic comor-
bidities has been identified elsewhere [5, 22].
Such comorbities include psychological disor-
ders and lifestyle behaviors associated with high
cardiovascular risk.

Regarding the type of care, there was con-
sensus on the fact that different professionals
(e.g., GPs and pediatricians, if applicable)
should be involved in the management of
patients with mild AD; on the other hand, all
panelists agreed on the central role of derma-
tologists in the diagnosis of moderate-to-severe
AD. However, this finding must be placed in the
context of all the panelists being dermatolo-
gists, meaning that they are more likely to
highlight the importance of the dermatologist
in the journey of atopic dermatitis patients.
Regardless of the potential bias of this view, the
importance of the dermatologist in the differ-
ential diagnosis of AD has been identified, as
they are crucial to preventing the misdiagnosis
of patients presenting with signs and symptoms
of AD that may be compatible with other skin
disorders such as inflammatory, infectious,
malignant, or congenital diseases [7].

In addition to the heterogeneous presenta-
tion of AD, various authors have suggested that
there is a lack of standardized diagnostic criteria
of AD, particularly for adults [4]. Furthermore,
some guidelines acknowledge the limitations of
the Hanifin and Rajka criteria (currently the
gold standard for AD diagnosis) in a real-life
setting [9]. Dermatologists in our panel did not
reach a consensus for agreement or disagree-
ment regarding the lack of consolidated criteria
for AD diagnosis. The same trend was observed
for the definition of flares, with 53% of the
panelists (i.e., 7% below the consensus thresh-
old) agreeing on the lack of a standard defini-
tion of flares. Regardless of opinions about the
consistency of clinical definitions of AD and
flares across guidelines, there was strong con-
sensus (76% scored for agreement) on the
superiority of the opinion of the dermatologist
over assessment scales when diagnosing AD.
Participants also reached consensus regarding

the usefulness of apps for rating severity (65%
agreement) and the need to assess quality of life
to establish a comprehensive management plan
for AD in routine practice (88% agreement).

Treatment

Most guidelines agree that skin hygiene and
hydration are the building blocks of initial AD
treatment [8, 11, 14]. Consistent with this rec-
ommendation, the panel of experts reached
consensus on the relevance of adjuvant non-
pharmacological therapy for achieving good
therapeutic results. Of note, there was also
consensus (65% agreement) on proactively
supplementing nonpharmacological measures
with pharmacological treatments for preventing
flares in mild-to-moderate AD. Nonpharmaco-
logical therapies are unevenly addressed in
current guidelines, and inconsistencies exist
regarding specific recommendations on the
halting of moisturizer components and the use
of bath additives [13]. Most members of the
panel recommended a specific emollient (65%
agreement) and a daily bath (71% agreement),
but there was no consensus on recommending
bath additives such as sodium hypochlorite
(12% agreement, 53% undetermined).

Irrespective of specific recommendations
regarding nonpharmacological therapy, various
authors have highlighted the need to promote
the involvement of patients in their treatment
[23–25]. We found a strong consensus on the
need for patients to be committed to their
therapy (82% agreement), and the need to
provide patients with educational measures to
achieve patient commitment (65% agreement).
However, no consensus was reached regarding
the utilization of an AD school or educational
measures to improve specific outcomes such as
sleep quality or itching management. The rele-
vance of these educational measures is increas-
ingly being acknowledged, particularly in
childhood, where nocturnal itching—and the
subsequent sleep disturbance—may affect cog-
nitive development [22].

Topical corticosteroids (TCS) are the building
blocks of topical therapy for AD [8, 11]. Panel
members reached a consensus (71% agreement)
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that they considered lesion location to be a
more relevant factor than age when deciding
upon the appropriate potency of TCS. A con-
sensus was also reached regarding the frequent
use of wet wrap therapy in children (65%
agreement). This approach has raised contro-
versy, with some authors warning about a lack
of evidence regarding its efficacy compared with
the direct application of TCS [26] and uneven
support for it in therapeutic guidelines [13]. It is
worth mentioning that the concept of wet wrap
therapy is not homogeneous and may encom-
pass various modalities with different levels of
evidence.

Other topical agents such as topical cal-
cineurin inhibitors (TCI) and—more recently—
the phosphodiesterase-4 inhibitor crisaborole
may contribute to topical therapy [14].
Although comparative analyses of the efficacies
and safety of TCS and TCI remain an unmet
need [27], a consensus statement from the
European Academy of Dermatology and
Venereology explicitly recommends TCS as first-
line therapy [28]. Accordingly, experts have
shown a broad consensus regarding the use of
TCI as second-line therapy (82% agreement).
However, there are divergences regarding the
ability of current topical agents to control pru-
ritus and the value of new therapeutic approa-
ches—such as phosphodiesterase-4 inhibitors—
in topical therapy for AD.

Phototherapy and systemic therapy (with
cyclosporine as first-line treatment) are recom-
mended for patients for whom topical treat-
ment does not achieve adequate symptom
control [8, 11]. In our work, the percentage of
panel members who agreed that phototherapy
should commonly be used in moderate-to-sev-
ere cases of AD before starting systemic therapy
was below the consensus threshold (59%
agreement). Likewise, no consensus was
reached on the preferred immunomodulatory
agent (i.e., methotrexate, azathioprine, or
mycophenolate, asked sequentially on the same
page of the questionnaire) to prescribe before
biological agents in cases of treatment failure
with cyclosporine: 59% of panel members dis-
agreed with choosing mycophenolate, and
there was no consensus for either agreement or
disagreement with a preference for

methotrexate and azathioprine. This finding
may be explained by the complexity of case-mix
recommendations for these systemic agents
[29, 30], but also by the increasing adoption of
biologic therapies as part of regular systemic
therapy for moderate-to-severe AD [31].

Biologic systemic therapies for moderate-to-
severe AD are currently limited to dupilumab,
which blocks the intercellular signaling of
interleukin-4 (IL-4) and interleukin-13 (IL-13).
However, other new therapies in the late-phase
of drug development, such as the Janus kinase
inhibitors (JAKi) abrocitinib, baricitinib, and
upadacitinib, are broadening the systemic
therapy repertoire [15, 18]. The panel of experts
showed a strong consensus (82% agreement) on
the significant potential of JAKi for the treat-
ment of moderate-to-severe AD in the near
future.

Maintenance Therapy and Acute
Treatment of Flares Throughout Long-
Term Management

For most patients with mild disease, nonphar-
macological interventions provide adequate
maintenance therapy [14]. Still, subclinical
inflammation may persist even after lesions
disappear [32], thus requiring topical treat-
ments in susceptible areas. This therapy is
mostly based on TCS, although TCI and
emerging drugs such as crisaborole may be
combined or alternated with TCS [15, 27].
Experts in our panel reached a strong consensus
on the frequent administration of intermittent
TCS (71% agreement) and TCI (88% agreement)
for maintenance therapy.

The treatment of periodic flares presents a
challenge in the long-term management of AD.
Guidance in this regard is often hampered by
the lack of a standardized definition of a flare
(which is also missing in the research setting)
[33]. The strong consensus (77% agreement)
that stress is a triggering factor for flares indi-
cates that dermatologists are aware of the need
for a comprehensive approach to flare preven-
tion. Management of flares should also take
factors such as low adherence, infection, or
contact dermatitis into account before scaling
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up pharmacological therapy (77% agreement).
This approach is supported by evidence that
flares without remission after seven days of TCS
therapy are often associated with adherence
issues or other clinical conditions such as Sta-
phylococcus aureus infection or contact dermati-
tis [14].

Regardless of hygiene and pharmacological
interventions for managing AD in the long
term, successful therapy has increasingly been
associated with adequate patient knowledge of
the disease and self-care [34]. Patient education
should not be limited to transferring informa-
tion at the time of diagnosis or prescribing new
treatments; instead, it has been proposed that it
should be an evolving process in which the
patient acquires knowledge and abilities asso-
ciated with disease management [24]. The
question regarding the level of knowledge of
patients about AD and its management did not
yield a consensus, with 77% of participants
scoring in the undetermined range. Conversely,
a strong consensus was observed regarding
adherence as an important barrier to the long-
term success of AD therapy (88% agreement),
and corticophobia—a relatively extended phe-
nomenon [35, 36]—as an important contributor
to low adherence (82% agreement).

Measurements of treatment effectiveness
and disease progression provide the basis for
stepping up AD treatment [14]. This assessment
should be performed using specific scales for AD
and should rule out the presence of comor-
bidities that may manifest through similar
symptoms. However, various authors have
noted that scales typically used in the research
setting are not suitable for measuring disease
severity and progression in routine practice
[37]. Furthermore, although some scales (e.g.,
the EASI or the SCORAD) are considered ade-
quate for measuring disease progression and
severity, the type of information each scale
provides is unclear [38]. Overall, our panelists
showed a low level of consensus regarding the
frequency of use of specific scales. A high per-
centage of the panelists (53%) agreed with the
frequent use of the Investigator Global Assess-
ment (IGA) to make decisions about treatment
scale-up, although this percentage was below
the consensus threshold. To complement the

general assessment of AD severity, it has been
suggested that quality of life or symptoms with
a high impact on the patients’ life, such as
pruritus, should be explicitly assessed [22, 39].
Panel members did not reach a consensus on
the need for a systematic assessment of pruritus
(53% agreement) or quality of life when decid-
ing whether to scale up treatment (59% dis-
agreed with the frequent use of quality of life
measurements such as the Infants’ Dermatitis
Quality of Life Index, proposed due to its use in
routine practice) [40, 41].

CONCLUSIONS

Dermatologists have access to broad-in-scope
and detailed guidelines for the diagnosis and
management of patients with AD. Nevertheless,
the plethora of disease onsets, presentation
characteristics, and trajectories of AD patients
lead to a heterogeneous day-to-day practice
scenario. Our description of the trajectories of
AD patients receiving routine care based on the
Delphi methodology suggests a low consensus
level among a group of dermatologists regard-
ing essential aspects of the diagnosis, assess-
ment, and treatment of AD. Our findings,
obtained from a group of dermatologists,
encourage further research to explore the extent
of these inconsistencies across the territory and
the reasons for limited consensus on the man-
agement of AD in the real-world setting.
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